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INSIGHT  ergonomic chair  

Style 680300  

overall size:  26”-28”W, 26”D, 38”-43”H  

seat height:  16”-21”  

seat width:  19”  

seat depth:  17”-19”  

back width: 18.75”  

back height:  22”  

arm width:  2” range  

weight capacity: 300 lbs.  

insight
ergonomic chair 

At CALPIA we wanted to offer a chair that made   

people admire aesthetics and appreciate ergonom-

ics. This ideology has made the INSIGHT a refined,  

ultra comfortable chair that combines elegance with a   

simple, but striking design. 

INSIGHT is an intelligent chair because it perfectly   

balances form with function, providing exceptional all  

day comfort. INSIGHT sets ergonomic standards that  

are second to none for any tasking or conference   

environment. 
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A. Lumbar Support  
The contoured polyurethane lumbar support  

pad can be easily adjusted up, down and  

dialed in and out for personalized comfort  

and ergonomic back support.   

  

 

B. Integrated Seat Slider  
Dual lever. Allows for greater seating depth  

for those requiring more leg support. 

C. Galileo Mechanism  
Slow release, pneumatically assisted,  

infinite tilt lock, synchronous mechanism,  

featuring pneumatic height adjustment and  

easy to use front facing seat/back tension  

control 

D. Integrated Headrest (optional)  
Fixed integrated headrest provides extend-

ed back and neck support. 

EnersorbTM Foam  
Conforms to your body when you sit and reverts to its natural form when you get up, reducing fatigue. 

F. NebulaTM Mesh  
Allows air to pass freely, making it comfort-

able in all environments. NebulaTM mesh is  

a unique compilation of four way stretch  

fabric and memory mesh for complete,  

dynamic back support. 

G. 4-D Armrest  
Arms are height and width adjustable with  

lockable swivel, and forward/backward  

arm pad adjustment. Durable Polyurethane  

arm pad. 

H. Base and Casters  
Five prong heavy-duty polished aluminum  

base, standard with 3” carpet casters. 

E. Adjustable Headrest (optional)  
Intuitive headrest can be easily adjusted  

up, down or angled for comfortable neck  

and back support.  
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